NEW ADULT TITLES IN THE OLCOTT LIBRARY – OCTOBER 2012

*The Adventure of Dying*, by Glenn H. Mullin; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, 2012
DVD 0660

*An Analysis of the Pali Canon: a Reference Table of Pali Literature*, by Russell Webb; Kandy, Sri Lanka, Buddhist Publication Society, c2011
B294.11 WEB APC

RARE-T ARN

T H911 AWNA

*Atharva-Veda-Samhita*, translated into English with a critical and exegetical commentary by William Dwight; Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1971
A080 HOS MB V.7 & V.8

*At the Feet of the Master*, by J. Krishnamurti, narrated by Dana Ivey; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Publishing House, c1995
CDA 0744

*Balance in the Physical Realm*, by Robyn Finseth; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
DVD 0442

*The Besant Spirit: Compiled from the Works of Annie Besant*, Adyar, Madras, India, Theosophical Publishing House, 1938
RARE-T BES BSS 01

*The Bhagavad Gita*, translated and interpreted by Franklin Edgerton; Cambridge, MA, Harvard University Press, c1944
A080 HOS V.38 & V.39

*The Brhad-Devata: Attributed to Asaunaka, a Summary of the Deities and Myths of the Rig-Veda*, Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1965
A080 HOS MB V.5 V.6

*Buddhism in Translations: Passages Selected from the Buddhist Sacred Books and Translated from the Original Pali into English*, by Henry Clarke Warren; Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1922
A080 HOS V.3

*Buddhism in Translations: Passages Selected from the Buddhist Sacred Books and Translated from the Original Pali into English*, by Henry Clarke Warren; Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1915
A080 HOS V.3
The Buddhist Path to Enlightenment: Tibetan Buddhist Philosophy and Practice, by Lama Doboom Tulku; San Diego, CA, Point Loma, c1996
T294.5 TUL BPE

The Case for India: Presidential Address to the Indian National Congress at its 32nd Annual Session; Los Angeles, CA, Theosophical Publishing House, 1918
RARE-T BES CFI

A Charter of a Nation’s Liberty: Being the Presidential Address to the Indian National Congress 1917, by Annie Besant; Adyar, Madras, India, Theosophical Publishing House, 1939
RARE-T BES BSS 04

The Concept of Man: a Study in Comparative Philosophy, edited by S. Radhakrishnan and P.T. Raju; Lincoln, NE, Johnsen Publishing Co., 1966
A291.22 RAD CM

The Concept of Perfection in the Teachings of Kant and the Gita, by Balbir Singh; Motilal Banarsidass, 1967
A181.4 BAL CP

T M164 CS

Conversations on Theosophy; Los Angeles, United Lodge of Theosophists, c1900
RARE-T CON

Creating Character, by Annie Besant and C.W. Leadbeater; Adyar, Madras, India, Theosophical Publishing House, 1951
RARE-T BES CC

133.322 BES CG

T294.5 BER DBS

Digna ga, on Perception: Being the Pratyaka Apariccheda of Digna ga’s Prama Asamuccaya from the Sanskrit, by Digna ga; Cambridge, MA, Harvard University Press, 1968
A080 HOS V.47

A290 RAD EW

A291.22 SAH EW
RARE-T BES IN

India, Bond or Free? a World Problem, by Annie Besant; Adyar, Madras, India, Theosophical Publishing House, 1939
RARE-T BES BSS 05

Indian Problems, compiled mainly from the writings of Annie Besant; Adyar, Madras, India, Theosophical Publishing House, 1939
RARE-T BES BSS 03

A082 BRO BEN

An Introduction to Yoga: Four Lectures Delivered at the 32nd Anniversary of the Theosophical Society; Adyar, Madras, India, Theosophical Publishing House, 1927
RARE-T BES IY

Karma, by Annie Besant; London, Theosophical Publishing Society, New York, J. Lane, 1905
RARE-T BES K

Language of the Self, by Frithjof Schuon; Madras, Ganesh, 1959
A181.4 SCH LS

The Law of Rebirth: from the Writings of Annie Besant; London, Theosophical Publishing Society, 1915
RARE-T BES LR

The Legacy of Asia and Western Man: a Study of the Middle Way, by Alan Watts; Chicago, University of Chicago, 1938
A181 WAT LA

The Legacy of Asia and Western Man: a Study of the Middle Way, by Alan Watts; London, J. Murray, 1937
A181 WAT LA

Man and His Bodies, by Annie Besant; Chicago, Theosophical Press, c1923
RARE-T BES MB

Man in the Universe: Some Continuities in Indian Thought, by W. Norman Brown; Berkeley, University of California Press, 1966
A291.22 BRO WU

Man’s Life in this and Other Worlds, by Annie Besant; Adyar, Madras, India, Theosophical Publishing House, 1913
RARE-T BES MLOW

The Masters as Facts and Ideals, by Annie Besant; London, Women’s Printing Society, 1895
T-PAM B463 MFI
DVD 0665

Meditation and Higher Consciousness, by Pablo Sender; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
DVD 0664

Movement and Emptiness, by L.C. Beckett; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Publishing House, 1969
A215 BEC ME

Mythic Woman, Authentic Self, by Ananya Rajan; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
DVD 0666

A291.13 NIV MH

A080 HOS V.46

Not Turning Away: the Practice of Engaged Buddhism, edited by Susan Moon; Boston, London, Shambhala, 2004
B294.32 MOO NTA

299.93 HOR OASH

The Olympian Ideal of Universal Brotherhood, by Erica Georgiadis; London, Theosophical Publishing House, 2012
T-PAM 080 BL

Oriental Literature: or, the Dabistan, translated from the original Persian by David Shea and Anthony Troyer; New York, Tudor Publishing Company, 1937
A294 FAN D

A181 GOU OP

Oriental Philosophy: the Story of the Teachers of the East, by Francis Grant; New York, Dial Press, c1936
A181 GRA OP

The Origin and Constitution of our Cosmos, by Pablo Sender; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
CDA 0680 V.1 & V.2
Perfect Just as You Are: Buddhist Practices on the Four Limitless Ones, by Pema Chodron; Boston, MA, Shambhala Publications, 2009
CDA 0743

A181 MOO PEW

Philosophy of Logical Construction: an Examination of Logical Atomism and Logical Positivism in the Light of the Philosophies of Bhartrhjari; Calcutta, Sanskrit Pustak Bhandar, 1963
A181.4 GAN PL

A215 REY PM

H181.4822 SPI P V.2

Radhakrishnan Reader: an Anthology, selections from the world-famous philosopher/statesman’s 40 odd books; Bombay, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 1969
A081 RAD RR

RA ja-Asekhara’s Karpara-majara, by the Indian poet RA ja-Asekhara, critically edited in the original Pra Krit; Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1963
A080 HOS MB V.4

Ra ma Nuja and Bowne: a Study in Comparative Philosophy, by F.K. Lazarus; Bombay, Chetana, 1962
A181.4 KUM RB

A290 RAD RC

Religions of the East, by Anne Bancroft; New York, St. Martin’s Press, 1974
A294 BAN RE

A080 SBE V.39 & V.40

Saja Kara and Bradley: a Comparative and Critical Study, by S.N.L. Shrivastava; Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1968
A181.4 SHR SB

Senzar: the Mystery of the Mystery Language, by John Algeo; London, Theosophical History Centre, 1988
RARE-T AL 34 SM

The Seven Faces of Man, by Adam Warcup; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical society in America, 2012
CDA 0689 V.1, V.2, V.3, V4, V5
**Simple Theosophy: Articles Written for the Boston Evening Transcript**, by M.J. Barnett; Boston, Colby & Rich, 1891
RARE-T BARNE

133.53 BRA SLR

A291.22 MOO SI

**A Study in Consciousness: a Contribution to the Science of Psychology**, by Annie Besant; Adyar, Madras, India, Theosophical Publishing House, c1938
T B463 SC

**Three Years in Tibet: with the Original Japanese Illustrations**, by the Shramana Ekai Kawaguchi; Adyar, Madras, the Theosophist Office, Benares and London, Theosophical Publishing Society, 1909
RARE KAW

**Times of the Remedies and Moon Phases**, by C.M. Boger; Calcutta, Salzer & Company, c1936
RARE BOG

**Transforming Power of Theosophy**, by Adam Warcup; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
CDA 0650

**Transforming Power of Theosophy**, by Michael Gomes; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
CDA 0647

**Transforming Power of Theosophy**, by Pablo Sender; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
CDA 0648

**Transforming Power of Theosophy**, by Tim Boyd; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
CDA 0651

**Transforming Power of Theosophy**, by Vic Hao Chin; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
CDA0649

**Understanding the Fields of Consciousness**, by Robyn Finseth; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012
DVD 0441

**The Upanishads: in Two Parts**, translated by F. Max Muller; New York, Dover Publications, 1962,
A080 SBE DOV V.15, V.1

7
The Uranus-Pluto Square: a Global Challenge for 2012 and Beyond, by Dave Gunning; Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012 DVD0558

Urban Spirituality, by Tim Boyd, Wheaton, IL, Theosophical Society in America, c2012 CDA 0746

The Vedanta Sutras of Badarayana, translated by George Thibaut; New York, Dover, 1962 A080 SBE DOV V.34, V.38

The Veda of the Black Yajus School, translated by Arthur Berriedale Keith; Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1967 A080 HOS MB V.18, V.19


Zen, by Takahashi Banmei; Berkeley, CA, Festival Media, 2011 DVD 0557
NEW CHILDREN’S TITLES IN THE OLCOTT LIBRARY, OCTOBER 2012

*The Concise Dinosaur Encyclopedia*, by David Burnie; New York, Kingfisher, c2004
J 567.90 BUR CDE

*The Dalai Lama Paper Doll*, by Tom Tierney; Mineola, NY, Dover, 2006
J 769.53 TIE DLPD

J 913.03 RON LD

J 549 SIM RHB